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No matter how minor the illness is, patients who visit a hospital have to be treated with higher accuracy at 
the right time. Our mission is to provide optimal diagnosis support to the patients with our AI-driven 
solutions based on deep learning technologies, our unique algorithms, and image processing techniques. 

Our universal AI platform is created by a combination of big data, experts, and our own unique engines & 
algorithms. It provides the on-site/real-time service that is seamlessly connected to all systems built in 
the hospital and fulfills the professional needs of physicians to diagnose diseases promptly.

We open a new paradigm by providing high-quality medical management, efficient medical treatment, 
and transparent medical service not only in brain diseases such as ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, 
brain aneurysm, and Alzheimer’s disease but also in lung diseases, coronary artery disease, prostate 
cancer, and digital pathology. 

AIHuB, the JLK Inspection’s ALL-IN-ONE medical AI platform, provides the most various AI-driven medical 
image solutions in the world and realizes to benefit humanity.

We now introduce AI solutions into your life and we will propagate our innovative solutions to the world for 
the better and healthier lives.

We Create AI Solutions for a Better Life
We create intelligence to sustain people’s life care with technology.
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JBS-01K
ISCHEMIC STROKE

SUBTYPE CLASSIFICATION

SOLUTION

JBS-01K is an AI medical system that diagnoses a subtype of ischemic stroke using 
patient’s MRI image and atrial fibrillation (AF) information.
 
This system performs lesion detection and TOAST (Trial of ORG 10172 in Acute 
Stroke Treatment) classification of ischemic stroke using 3D hybrid artificial neural 
networks. JBS-01K is currently the only medical device classified as ‘Computer 
Aided Detection and Diagnosis Software’ (A26430.14) and approved by the Ministry 
of Food and Drug Safety in Korea.

Clinical Importance 
Classification of stroke subtypes is the most important factor to determine proper treatment for good stroke 
prognosis. TOAST* classification is the international standard criteria to classify subtypes of stroke for proper 
treatment. Wrong TOAST classification leads to decrease in long-term survival rates for stroke patients.

Features

∙ Auto-detection and visualization of brain stroke lesion
∙ Automatic MR images matching with standard brain template (MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute)
∙ Registration of brain MR images matched with standard brain templates (MNI)
∙ The probabilities of 4 ischemic stroke subtypes
∙ According to the final decision of physician (or doctor), diagnosis results are determined
∙ Annotation tool for lesion marking and correction
∙ Registration and visualization of clinical information
∙ Convenient patient data management through PACS integration
∙ Analysis result report
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JBS-02K
ISCHEMIC STROKE

SEVERITY PREDICTION

SOLUTION

JBS-02K is an AI medical system that predicts severity of ischemic stroke using 
the patient’s MRI images and clinical information data.

This system performs lesion detection and NIHSS (National Institutes of Health 
Stroke Scale) grade prediction for the patient's severity using MRI images of 4 
sequences (DWI, FLAIR, T1, T2) and clinical information data.

Clinical Importance 
The severity of ischemic stroke is provided as the predicted probabilities for grouped NIHSS classification. 
CDM (Clinical-Diffusion Mismatch) represents the discrepancy between severity measured with NIHSS and 
the lesion volume measured with DWI images. CDM reports on the relevance between the extension of lesion 
region and early neurologic deterioration and helps determining treatment methods for recanalization

Features

∙  Auto-detection and visualization of brain stroke lesion
∙  Automatic MR images matching with standard brain template (MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute)
∙  Registration of brain MR images matched with standard brain templates (MNI)
∙  The probabilities of 4 NIHSS grades
∙  According to the final decision of physician (or doctor), diagnosis results are determined
∙  Annotation tool for lesion marking and correction
∙  Registration and visualization of clinical information
∙  Convenient patient data management through PACS integration
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-03K
ISCHEMIC STROKE

PROGNOSIS PREDICTION

SOLUTION

JBS-03K is an AI medical system that predicts the patient's prognosis 
after 3 months from ischemic stroke using the patient’s MR images and 
clinical information data.

This system performs lesion detection and 3-month mRS (modified 
Rankin Scale) prediction using the patient's MR images of 4 sequences 
(DWI, FLAIR, T1, T2) and clinical information data.

Clinical Importance 
Approximately 2/3 of stroke survivors have long-term functional deficits that can deteriorate their quality of life. 
In terms of motor recovery after acute ischemic stroke, an accurate prognosis is important to have a proper 
plan for efficient treatment and resource allocation. Especially, the 3-month mRS prediction is more important 
as an index to predict if the patients can perform all usual activities or independent living activities.

Features

∙  Auto-detection and visualization of brain stroke lesion
∙  Automatic MR images matching with standard brain template (MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute)
∙  Registration of brain MR images matched with standard brain templates (MNI)
∙  Provide prediction of 2 different mRS (prognosis) grades probabilities
∙  According to the final decision of physician (or doctor), diagnosis results are determined
∙  Annotation tool for lesion marking and correction
∙  Registration and visualization of clinical information
∙  Convenient patient data management through PACS integration
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-04K
JBS-11K
HEMORRHAGIC STROKE 

DETECTION SOLUTION

JBS-04K is an AI medical system that diagnoses hemorrhagic stroke 
using the patient’s CT images.

Using 3D artificial neural networks, this system analyzes CT images, 
detects hemorrhagic stroke, and provides classification of stroke subtypes 
such as ICH, IVH and SAH.

Clinical Importance 
Caused by ruptured brain aneurysm or hemorrhage of weakened blood vessel, hemorrhage stroke suddenly 
affects brain function. Hemorrhage stroke has worse mortality and prognosis compared to other diseases, 
having 30~50% mortality within a month, half of which occurs within the first two day. It is therefore important 
for acute stroke patients to distinguish hemorrhage stroke quickly and determine early treatments.

Features

∙  Auto-detection and visualization of hemorrhagic stroke lesion
∙  The probability of each 3 hemorrhagic stroke subtype such as ICH, IVH, and SAH
∙  PACS-linked patient data management
∙  Annotation tool for the lesion marking and correction
∙  Register and visualize clinical information
∙  Analysis of the result reports
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JBS-05K
ISCHEMIC STROKE EARLY 

SIGN DETECTION SOLUTION

JBS-05K is an AI solution for the early sign detection of ischemic stroke 
(acute ischemic stroke) using the patient's CT images.

This system detects and visualizes the early sign of the acute ischemic 
stroke on the CT images using 3D-based artificial neural networks.

Clinical Importance 
Early sign detection of cerebral infarct by detection of hypo attenuation in CT images is one of the most 
important things to treat stroke within 6.5 hours of the golden time. JBS-05K assists specialists in diagnosis by 
early sign detection of ischemic stroke.

Features

∙  Auto-detection and visualization of acute ischemic stroke lesion area
∙  The analysis result shows acute ischemic stroke lesion area
∙  PACS-linked patient data management
∙  Annotation tool for the lesion marking and correction
∙  Register and visualize patient clinical information
∙  Analysis of the result reports
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JBS-06K
HYPER-ACUTE ISCHEMIC 

STROKE DETECTION 

(PENUMBRA ANALYSIS 

BASED ON MRI)

JBS-06K is a medical image analysis system that diagnoses hyperacute 
ischemic stroke using the patient’s MR images.

This system detects and visualizes the PWI-DWI mismatch, it assists 
physician to decide an initial treatment protocol by penumbra analysis 
based on MRI images.

Clinical Importance 
For hyperacute stroke patients, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which plays an important role in the 
breakdown of blood clots, has to be used within 4.5 hours after occurrence, in general. To identify when 
patient's symptoms began, the volume difference between stroke area and ischemic penumbra area helps to 
decide if tPA can be used.

Features

∙  Providing the index to decide putative ischemic penumbra and duration of its temporal existence
∙  Auto-detection and visualization of Ischemic stroke lesion area
∙  Provide mismatch volume of penumbra and infarct core
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-07K
HYPER-ACUTE ISCHEMIC 

STROKE DETECTION 

(ON-SET TIME PROGNOSIS 

BASED ON MRI)

JBS-07K is a medical image analysis system that diagnoses hyperacute 
ischemic stroke using the patient’s MR images.

This system provides relative fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (rFLAIR) 
images, so that specialists predict on-set time based on rFLAIR results 
and the early treatment decision is assisted by the system.

Clinical Importance 
For hyperacute stroke patients, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which plays an important role in the 
breakdown of blood clots, has to be used within 4.5 hours after occurrence, in general. To identify when 
patient's symptoms began, the ischemic stroke on-set time helps to decide if tPA can be used.

Features

∙  Provide the index to decide stroke on-set to imaging time 
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-08K
HYPER-ACUTE ISCHEMIC 

STROKE DETECTION

(CLOT ANALYSIS BASED ON 

MRI)

JBS-08K is a medical image analysis system that diagnoses hyperacute
ischemic stroke using the patient’s MR images.

This system provides GRE clot analysis to detect blood clots and classify 
its subtypes, so that the specialist's early treatment decision is assisted by 
the system.

Clinical Importance 
For hyperacute stroke patients, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which plays an important role in the 
breakdown of blood clots, has to be used within 4.5 hours after occurrence, in general. To identify when 
patient's symptoms began, the location and subtypes of the blood clots help to decide if tPA can be used.

Features

∙  Providing the presumption to divide cause of acute-stroke especially Large-artery atherosclerosis (LAA)   
   and Cardioembolism (CE)
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-09K
HYPER-ACUTE ISCHEMIC 

STROKE DETECTION 

(COLLATERAL MAP ANALYSIS 

BASED ON MRI)

JBS-09K is a medical image analysis system to analyze hyperacute 
stroke patients based on MR images.

This system provides blood flow analysis and blood clot subtypes, so that 
the specialist's early treatment decision is assisted by the system.

Clinical Importance 
For hyperacute stroke patients, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which plays an important role in the 
breakdown of blood clots, has to be used within 4.5 hours after occurrence, in general. To identify when 
patient's symptoms began, the blood flow conditions help to decide if tPA can be used.

Features

∙  Provide the index to decide collateral status of patients
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Analysis result report
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JBS-10K
HYPER-ACUTE ISCHEMIC 

STROKE DETECTION 

(PENUMBRA ANALYSIS 

BASED ON CT)

JBS-10K is a medical image analysis system that diagnoses hyperacute 
ischemic stroke using the patient’s CT images.

This system visualizes the mismatches between infarct area and ischemic 
penumbra area and provides the volume of each area, so that the 
specialist's early treatment decision is assisted by the system.

Clinical Importance 
For hyperacute stroke patients, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which plays an important role in the 
breakdown of blood clots, has to be used within 4.5 hours after occurrence, in general. To identify when 
patient's symptoms began, the mismatches between infarct area and ischemic penumbra area can help to 
decide if tPA can be used.

Features

∙  Provide the index to identify critically ischemic infarcted tissue(“core”) and severely ischemic but 
   potentially salvageable tissue (“penumbra”)
∙  Auto-detection and visualization of ischemic stroke lesion area
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Analysis result report
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JAD-01K
NC/MCI/AD CLASSIFICATION

SOLUTION

JAD-01K is an AI system that diagnoses the status of Alzheimer’s disease 
(AD) using the patient’s MRI images and clinical information data.

This system performs NC/MCI/AD classification using 3D based ResNet 
technology from MRI images of 3 sequences (FLAIR, T1, T2) and the 
patient’s clinical information.

Clinical Importance 
Early diagnosis and proper treatments of MCI patients are very important in terms of preventing and delaying 
the progress of Alzheimer's disease before the patients have developed AD. Therefore JAD-01K classifies 
NC/MCI/AD to assist specialists in Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis.

Features

∙  Providing the probabilities of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD, MCI converter, MCI nonconverter)
∙  Registration of brain MR images to matching standard templates
∙  Register and visualize clinical information
∙  PACS-linked patient data management
∙  Analysis result report
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JAD-02K
BRAIN PARCELLATION & 

CORTICAL THICKNESS 

ANALYSIS SOLUTION

JAD-02K is a medical solution that provides MRI based brain parcellation 
& cortical thickness analysis.

Brain parcellation and cortical thickness is one of most important tasks in 
medical imaging analysis. It provides anatomical and functional 
characteristics of brain region. ‘MRI based brain parcellation & cortical 
thickness analysis solution supports diagnosis and brain healthcare by 
providing tracking information and comparison of anatomical information 
with health checker group.

Clinical Importance 
Continuous brain aging health care of each brain region is very important because brain aging is associated 
with cognitive ability and brain disease such as Dementia. Cortical thickness is one of the important indicators 
of brain aging. Therefore, it is important to prevent development of Dementia and cognitive impairment through 
management of cortical thickness as it gets worse.

Features

∙  Providing Brain parcellation of 62 cortical regions
∙  Providing brain health condition compared with health checker group
∙  Providing personalized follow-up analysis
∙  Register and visualize clinical information
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JBA-01K
CEREBRAL ANEURYSM 

DETECTION SOLUTION

JBA-01K is an AI medical system that diagnoses whether or not a cerebral 
aneurysm exists using patient’s MR angiography (MRA).

This system, which is based on 3D convolution neural network technology, 
detects lesions of cerebral aneurysms. It also shows each aneurysm 
lesion, its parameter values based on MRA and clinical information data.

Clinical Importance 
Cerebral aneurysm is one of the main causes of hemorrhage, so it is important to find cerebral aneurysms 
early and to treat them completely. (Ruptured cerebral aneurysms are fatal in about 40% of cases. Of those 
who survive, about 66% suffer some permanent neurological deficit.)

Features

∙  Auto-detection of cerebral aneurysms
∙  2D and 3D visualization of brain MRA and detected aneurysms
∙  Input and output of patient’s clinical information
∙  Providing various parameter values of the cerebral aneurysms
∙  Continuous management to aneurysms through simultaneous output of past and current cerebral 
   aneurysms
∙  Report containing patient’s aneurysms, its parameter values, and general information about aneurysm
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JBT-01K
BRAIN TUMOR DETECTION 

SOLUTION

JBT-01K is an AI medical system that detects brain tumor from 
the multi-contrast brain MRI image.

Clinical Importance 
The brain tumor is the third most common tumor which accounts for about 10% of all tumors and 20~40% in 
children. Brain tumors have distinctive symptoms depending on their location, so the treatment also depends 
on the location, size, and shape of the tumor. Brain Tumor Detection Solution supports the brain tumor 
diagnosis by providing deep learning and image processing-based analysis of brain MRI images.

Features

∙  Multi-contrast MR images upload
∙  Brain MRI visualization
∙  Auto-detection and visualization of brain tumor
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tools (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JPC-01K
PROSTATE CANCER

DETECTION SOLUTION

JPC-01K is an AI based medical solution that detects the area of prostate 
cancer using multiparametric MR images.

The solution is based on artificial neural networks to analyze the MR 
images of the patients suspected of prostate cancer. The solution uses 
multiparametric MR images, T2, DWI, and DCE, as input and visualizes 
the location of the prostate cancer and their probability. 

Clinical Importance 
To diagnose prostate cancer, physicians must comprehensively analyze patient’s MR images and clinical data. 
The AI based prostate cancer diagnosis is an important tool in reducing misdiagnosis rate. In addition, 
accurate detection of prostate cancer area reduces the risks of injection, pain caused by biopsy, and so on.

Features

∙  Auto-detection and visualization of prostate cancer location
∙  Semi-automatic MR sequences classification and additional DCE (MaxRelEnh, VE, Wash-In, iAUC) 
   parameters calculation
∙  Various image processing tools (panning, zoom-in and out, and change of brightness and contrast), 
   multiplane (axial, coronal, sagittal plane) synchronization, and DWI and DCE temporal data visualization
∙  Annotation on the patient’s MR images
∙  PACS-linked patient data management
∙  Visualization of patients clinical information
∙  Analysis result report page
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JDP-01K
PATHOLOGIC IMAGE 

ANALYSIS SOLUTION

JDP-01K is an AI medical system that diagnoses prostate cancer using 
the patient's whole-slide pathology image of H&E stained prostate cancer 
tissue from biopsy. 

This system performs cancer detection and especially for prostate cancer 
classification of Gleason score using artificial neural networks. 

Clinical Importance 
Our pathology platform supports the 5 cancers such as Prostate Cancer, Breast Cancer, Gastric Cancer, 
Bladder cancer, and Lung cancer. One of our main cancers, prostate cancer is a cancer in the prostate gland 
in the male reproductive system and Gleason Score is highly related to prognosis and recurrence rate. The 
survival rate goes rapidly down when Gleason score gets higher. Therefore, it is important to diagnose cancer 
accurately and then apply proper treatment: surgery, medication, or radiation therapy.

Features

∙  Prostate cancer lesion auto-detection and visualization
∙  Classication of Gleason score from 3 to 5
∙  Support various slide scanners of vendors 
∙  Support full resolution viewer for whole-slide image
∙  Annotation tools for lesion marking and correction
∙  Analysis result visualization
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JLD-01K
CT BASED LUNG NODULE 

DETECTION & QUANTITATIVE 

ANALYSIS SOLUTION

JLD-01K is an AI-based medical system that detects nodules using chest 
CT scans.

This system is based on 3D hybrid artificial neural networks for nodule 
detection. It provides the location of each nodule and quantitative analysis 
such as diameter and volume.

Clinical Importance 
Lung cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer deaths worldwide. Thus early diagnosis is very crucial 
since it could improve chances of survival. By automizing the process of CT analysis, AI-based analysis 
system can be helpful for detecting lung nodules so as to increase the chances of successful treatment.

Features

∙  Quantitative analysis to assist decision making in diagnosis
∙  Less dependent on doctor’s experience
∙  Access management to enhance the security of the system
∙  Convenient patient data management through PACS
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JLD-02K
X-RAY BASED LUNG DISEASE 

CLASSIFICATION SOLUTION

JLD-02K is an AI medical system that diagnoses lung diseases using 
simple chest X-ray images and clinical information.

The system is based on an artificial neural network technology for lesion 
detection and lung diseases classification. It also provides the AI analyzed 
probability of having each lung disease in a numerical form.

Clinical Importance 
It is important to determine whether the patient has lung disease or not and to classify the type of lung disease 
if the patient has one for the proper treatment. For instance, in the case of lung cancer, the survival rate has 
been drastically decreased as treatment time is delayed.

Features

∙  Lung diseases multi-label classification
∙  Lung diseases lesion auto-detection and visualization
∙  The probability of having each lung disease
∙  Annotation tool for lesion marking and correction
∙  Register and visualize clinical information
∙  PACS-linked patient data management
∙  Analysis result report
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JOD-01K
FUNDUS BASED IMAGE 

ANALYSIS SOLUTION

JOD-01K is a medical solution that detects various features from 
the fundus image

Clinical Importance 
Diabetic retinopathy(DR), Age-related macular degeneration(AMD), Glaucoma, and Cataract are designated 
as the Big 4 eye diseases for aged people. Furthermore, AMD, DR and Glaucoma can be diagnosed with 
fundus image among the four major eye diseases. As a result, our fundus solution provides DR severity grade, 
Optic Cup/Disc segmentation and Cup/Disc ratio calculation algorithm to help diagnose Glaucoma and Drusen 
segmentation to help diagnose AMD.

Features

∙  Fundus image upload and visualization
∙  DR severity grade analysis
∙  Optic cup/disc segmentation and visualization
∙  Optic cup to disc ratio calculation
∙  Automatic drusen detection and visualization
∙  Image processing tools (brightness and contrast control)
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JBD-01K
BREAST MASS DETECTION 

SOLUTION

JBD-01K is an AI medical system that detects breast mass from 
the mammography.

Clinical Importance 
According to the 2012 World Health Organization statistics, breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death 
in women. The most common diagnostic method for breast cancer detection is mammogram. A breast mass 
detection system, JBD-01K assists specialists in early breast cancer diagnosis by providing deep learning 
based detection and location of breast mass in mammographic images.

Features

∙  Mammography image upload
∙  Mammography visualization
∙  Breast mass segmentation
∙  Breast mass visualization
∙  Pectoral muscle detection
∙  Breast nipple detection
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tools (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JBD-02K
BREAST MICROCALCIFICA-

TION DETECTION SOLUTION

JBD-02K is an AI medical system that detects breast 
microcalcification from the mammography.

Clinical Importance 
According to the 2012 World Health Organization statistics, breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death 
in women. Early detection of breast cancer can prevent metastasis of the cancer and improve patients’ 
prognosis. The most common symptom in early breast cancer is microcalcification and 20% of the patients who 
have the symptom are possible cancer patients. A breast microcalcification detection system, JBD-02K assists 
specialists in early breast cancer diagnosis by providing deep learning based detection and location of 
microcalcification.

Features

∙  Mammography image upload
∙  Mammography visualization
∙  Breast microcalcification detection
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tools (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JBD-03K
MRI-BASED BREAST MASS

SEGMENTATION SYSTEM

JBD-03K is an AI medical system that extracts breast mass area 
and measures its volume and density from the MR image.

Clinical Importance 
According to the 2012 World Health Organization statistics, breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death 
in women. Early detection of breast cancer can prevent metastasis of the cancer and improve patients’ 
prognosis. An MRI based breast mass segmentation system, JBD-03K assists specialists in breast cancer 
diagnosis by providing deep learning based extraction and volume of breast mass in breast MR images.

Features

∙  Breast MRI upload
∙  Perfusion-weighted image analysis
∙  Breast MRI visualization
∙  Fractal dimension calculation
∙  Breast mass detection
∙  Breast mass visualization
∙  Mass homogeneity calculation
∙  Mass inhomogeneity quantification
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JFD-01K
FIBERSCOPY BASED 

COLORECTAL DISEASE 

DIAGNOSIS SOLUTION

JFD-01K is a medical solution that detects colon polyp from the 
colonoscopy image and visualizes box regions detected.

Clinical Importance 
Diagnoses of colon polyp and colorectal cancer is steadily increasing due to the aging of the population and 
changes in dietary life. Generally, colonoscopy is used to detect the presence and location of polyp, which can 
be used for the resection of adenoma and the prevention of colorectal cancer. However, current status of 
heavily depending on the skill level or experience of the doctor may lead to unstable accuracy of lesion 
detection, or even to detection omission during an endoscopic examination. The Fiberscopy based Colorectal 
Disease Diagnosis Solution detects polyps in colonoscopic images and visualizes them to support doctors in 
diagnosis.

Features

∙  Fiberscopy image upload
∙  Fiberscopy image visualization
∙  Colon polyp region detection result image visualization
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JFD-02K
FIBERSCOPY BASED 

GASTRIC DISEASE 

DIAGNOSIS SOLUTION

JFD-02K is a medical solution that detects gastric cancer from 
the gastroscopy image and visualizes the box regions detected.

Clinical Importance 
The survival rate after 5 years of early gastric cancer surgery is high, but recently it has been reported that the 
number of small sized or atypical type of gastric cancer is increased and it is far more difficult to detect it 
through an endoscopic examination. The Fiberscopy based Gastric Disease Diagnosis Solution supports 
diagnosis of doctors by cancer in gastric endoscopic image.

Features

∙  Fiberscopy image upload
∙  Fiberscopy image visualization
∙  Gastric cancer region detection result image visualization
∙  Various image processing tool (zoom in and out, change of brightness and contrast)
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JBone-03K
BONE AGE ASSESSMENT 

SOLUTION

JBone-03K is a medical solution that calculates bone age.

Clinical Importance 
Bone age analyzation is required for prediction of the precocious puberty, the growth rate and adult height.
To do this, the JBone-03K solution assists in diagnosing precocious puberty or growth disorders by measuring 
bone age within 8 months of error without any other clinical information. 

Features

∙  X-ray image upload
∙  X-ray image visualization
∙  Area for Bone age calculation auto-detection and visualization
∙  Bone age auto-calculation
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JBone-04K
RIB FRACTURE DETECTION 

SOLUTION

JBone-04K is a medical solution that detects rib fracture and
visualizes 3D rendered image of rib area. 

Clinical Importance 
Rib fracture is a medical condition in which the rib is partially broken. The proper treatment for the rib fracture 
is to restore the fractured pieces of bone to their natural positions if necessary and maintaining those positions 
while the rib heals. Therefore, the fracture site must be fixed tightly. Depending on the extent and location of 
the fracture, additional fixation is necessary using a gypsum or an orthosis. Rib Fracture Detection Solution 
supports the treatment by visualizing and simulating rib fractures in X-ray images.

Features

∙  X-ray image upload
∙  X-ray image visualization
∙  Rib area auto-detection and visualization
∙  Rib fracture auto-detection and visualization
∙  Rib area and fracture 3D rendering
∙  Rib fracture surgery simulation tool
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JCD-01K
CORONARY ARTERY 

SEGMENTATION SOLUTION 

(X-RAY ANGIOGRAPHY)

JCD-01K is a medical solution that provides X-ray angiography 
based coronary artery segmentation

Clinical Importance 
Ischemic heart disease is caused by obstruction of blood flow to the myocardium due to stenosis or occlusion. 
In order to treat the patient, a procedure for inserting a stent into the narrowed bloodstream is performed. 
Ischemic Heart Disease Analysis Solution supports stent insertion procedure by providing AI-based automatic 
segmentation of coronary artery.

Features

∙  Coronary area auto-detection and visualization
∙  Coronary artery diameter analysis
∙  Annotation tool for lesion marking & correction
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  PACS-linked data management
∙  Web-based user interface design
∙  Analysis result report
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JCD-02K
ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE 

ANALYSIS SOLUTION 

(X-RAY ANGIOGRAPHY)

JCD-02K is a medical solution that provides angiography based 
Fractional Flow Reserve(aFFR) and other quantitative parameters 
about coronary artery disease.

Clinical Importance 
Ischemic heart disease is caused by obstruction of blood flow to the myocardium due to stenosis or occlusion. 
In order to treat the patient, a procedure for inserting a stent into the narrowed bloodstream is performed. 
Ischemic Heart Disease Analysis Solution supports stent insertion procedure by providing angiography based 
Fractional Flow Reserve(aFFR) auto calculation and user friendly interface.

Features

∙  Angiography based Fractional Flow Reserve(aFFR) auto-calculation
∙  Coronary artery diameter analysis
∙  Annotation tool for lesion marking & correction
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  PACS-linked data management
∙  Web-based user interface design
∙  Analysis result report
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JCD-03K
CARDIAC IMAGE ANALYSIS 

SOLUTION

JCD-03K is a medical solution that detects cardiac structure from 
the ultrasound image and calculates ejection fraction

Clinical Importance 
If the ventricles or cardiovascular system does not operate properly, various heart diseases can occur.  
To prevent heart disease in advance, the hospital measures the status of the heart from echocardiography. 
JCD-03K automatically segments the left ventricle from the echocardiogram and automatically calculates the 
Ejection Fraction based on the Modified Simpson Method to assist the physician in determining if cardiac 
dyskinesia is present.

Features

∙  Cardiac ultrasound images upload
∙  Cardiac structure auto-detection and visualization
∙  Ultrasound motion tracking
∙  Ejection fraction calculation
∙  Visualization of patients clinical information
∙  Various image processing tool (zoom in and out, change of brightness and contrast)
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JAB-01K
CT BASED HEPATOMA 

DETECTION SOLUTION

JAB-01K is an AI medical system that detects tumor and 
analyzes its malignancy from the CT image.

Clinical Importance 
Hepatoma is one of the cancers that have highest mortality rate and incidence rate. It is critical to detect early 
since the survival rate decreases drastically as the stage progresses. However, since the patients are not 
aware of the symptoms, it is often not discovered until it becomes fatal. Usually, CT scans are used for 
screening, but there are many cases that are hard to detect the disease only with the images such as the case 
of well-differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma (Edmonson grade I or II). CT based Hepatoma Detection 
Solution supports hepatoma diagnosis by detecting hepatocellular carcinoma on CT images and classifying 
the types of tumors detected.

Features

∙  Liver CT images upload
∙  Liver CT image visualization
∙  Auto-detection and visualization of liver area
∙  Auto-detection and visualization of liver tumor
∙  3D rendering of liver tumor
∙  Differential diagnosis of liver tumor
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tools (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JSEG-01K
MRI BASED PROSTATE 

SEGMENTATION SOLUTION                

JSEG-01K is a medical solution that provides MR based prostate 
segmentations.

Clinical Importance 
MR image segmentation is one of most important tasks in medical imaging analysis. It provides anatomical 
characteristics of soft tissue of internal organs and lesions. 'MRI based Prostate Segmentation Solution’ 
supports diagnosis and surgical operation by providing anatomical information and reconstruction of target 
organs. 

Features

∙  MRI images upload
∙  MRI images visualization
∙  Prostate segmentation and 3D reconstruction
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JSEG-02K
CT BASED ABDOMEN 

SEGMENTATION SOLUTION

JSEG-02K is a medical solution that provides CT based object 
segmentations for abdomen.

Clinical Importance 
Body area segmentation in CT images is one of the most important tasks in medical image analysis. CT-based 
abdominal area segmentation solution, JSEG-02K assists specialists in sarcopenia diagnosis by performing 
segmentation of muscle / subcutaneous fat / visceral fat and providing the area of muscle.

Features

∙  Muscle region segmentation and visualization
∙  Subcutaneous fat region segmentation and visualization
∙  Visceral fat region segmentation and visualization
∙  Sarcopenia analysis based on quantitative muscle area measurement
∙  Visualization of patients’ clinical information
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JSEG-03K
STROKE-RELATED LESION 

SEGMENTATION SOLUTION

JSEG-03K is a medical solution that provides stroke-related 
lesion segmentation of Brain MRI images.

Clinical Importance 
Including a variety of vascular lesions such as infarct volume and white matter hyperintensities, stroke-related 
lesion is one of the most important tasks in medical image analysis and stroke diagnosis. Stroke-related lesion 
segmentation solution, JSEG-03K assists specialists in diagnosis and surgical operation by providing patient's 
vascular abnormalities and vascular health information.

Features

∙  MRI images upload
∙  MRI image visualization
∙  Target segmentation
∙  Target 3D reconstruction
∙  Stroke lesion segmentation from multi-contrast MRI (DWI, T1, T2, FLAIR)
∙  White matter high intensity segmentation
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JSEG-04K
BRAIN SEGMENTATION 

SOLUTION

JSEG-04K is a medical solution that provides white matter, gray 
matter and CSF segmentation of Brain MR images.

Clinical Importance 
As one of the most important tasks in medical image analysis for quantitative information, brain segmentation 
includes automatic segmentation of white matter, gray matter and CSF. Brain segmentation solution, 
JSEG-04K provides brain area segmentation to support quantitative analysis.

Features

∙  MR images upload
∙  MR image visualization
∙  Target segmentation
∙  Target 3D reconstruction
∙  Stroke lesion segmentation from multi-contrast MRI (DWI, T1, T2, FLAIR)
∙  White matter high intensity segmentation
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JREG-01K
MULTI-TEMPLATE AND 

MULTIMODALITY 

REGISTRATION SOLUTION

JREG-01K is a medical solution that provides multi-template and 
multi-modality registration and transfer automatically.

Clinical Importance 
Multi-template, multi-modality registration is one of the most important tasks for brain standardization and 
lesion statistics in medical image analysis. Including brain registration for standardization and lesion transfer, 
the registration provides large patient cohort's standardized information and diagnosis-assisting lesion 
location. Multi-template, multi-modality registration solution, JREG-01K intends to assist normalization and 
standardization of patient's brain and lesions.

Features

∙  MRI and CT images upload
∙  Template upload
∙  Lesion visualization
∙  Automatic registration & transfer
∙  Multi-template registration & transfer
∙  Multi-modality registration & transfer
∙  Annotation tool for the lesion marking and correction
∙  Lesion statistical analysis
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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JTD-01K
THYROID DISEASE 

DIAGNOSIS SOLUTION

JTD-01K is a medical solution that classifies the thyroid masses 
as benign or malignant in the ultrasound image.

Clinical Importance 
The diagnosis of thyroid cancer in ultrasound image is made by examining the mass in the thyroid gland. The 
difficulty due to the uncertainty of tumor margin, low image contrast, and irregular shape makes it hard to 
differentiate the malignant tumors from benign tumors in ultrasound images. Thyroid Disease Diagnosis 
Solution supports the diagnosis of the doctor by classifying and visualizing the tumor in ultrasound image.

Features

∙  Thyroid image upload
∙  Thyroid visualization
∙  Thyroid mass visualization
∙  Thyroid mass differential diagnosis
∙  Visualization of clinical information
∙  Image processing tool (zoom, brightness and contrast control)
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